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This paper eports on the implementation a d computational testing in the microcomputer en- 
vironment of several versions of a threshold-based in-core/out-of-core shortest path algorithm 
for finding the shortest path from one node to all other nodes in a network. These variants were 
compared to the best in-core/out-of-core label-correcting code, C5V7, developed in the 1970's. 
All codes were written in Pascal and tested on an 8088 microprocessor-based computer with a 
hard disk unit (IBM PC/XT) under the MS-DOS operating system. The results of the empirical 
study on a diverse set of medium and large-scale random and city transit grid networks provide 
new insights for the design of in-core/out-of-core shortest path algorithms and demonstrate the 
remarkable capability of a threshold-based algorithm to be fine tuned to a particular problem 
topology, processing environment, or computer configuration. In addition these results demon- 
strate the feasibility and computational tractability of solving large scale shortest path problems 
with microcomputers. The best approach solved a variety of problems ranging in size up to 15,000 
nodes and 600,000 arcs in 10 minutes or less of wall clock time. 
1. Introduction 
Shortest path analysis is used by numerous optimization-based decision support 
approaches for analyzing equipment replacement issues [20], vehicle routing and 
scheduling problems [6, 27], capacity planning issues [13, 30], communication et- 
work design problems [27, 34, 38], and critical path scheduling [4, 7]. Shortest path 
problems also appear as important sub-problems embedded in a variety of analytical 
methods for the efficient solution of many types of network flow and other discrete 
optimization problems [9, 15, 17, 18, 19,23,24, 27, 28,29, 37]. 
Given the current technology of microcomputers and their wide acceptance by 
managers, it is important to develop microcomputer-based packages for the above 
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applications. The major impedence to such developments is the absence of an effi- 
cient microcomputer algorithm for solving large scale shortest path problems. With 
such an algorithm, optimization-based decision support systems for numerous ap- 
plication areas could be developed for microcomputers. 
This paper reports on the design, implementation, and computational testing in 
the microcomputer nvironment of several in-core/out-of-core variants of the thres- 
hold shortest path algorithm [22, 26] for finding the shortest path from one node 
to all other nodes of a network. (The term 'core' is used synonymously with 'main 
memory' and does not refer to a particular physical device. This generic usage is 
consistent with the current literature. In the context of microcomputers, the term 
'in-RAM/out-of-RAM' would be a more specific description of this type of imple- 
mentation.) These variants are compared to a simplex-based in-core/out-of-core 
code, C5V7, which was found to be highly successful for a wide range of problems 
in the mainframe/minicomputer environment [32]. (All of the algorithms in the cur- 
rent study were implemented and tested on an IBM PC/XT using only the 8088 pro- 
cessor chip.) 
An in-core/out-of-core implementation differs from the traditional (in-core) im- 
plementations in that all of the problem data is not resident in the main memory 
of the computer at any stage of the solution process, thereby allowing larger pro- 
blems to be solved with a fixed amount of main memory. Thus far, there has been 
a very limited amount of mathematical programming computational testing per- 
formed on microcomputers, and all of it has been based on in-core codes. The early 
studies by Elam, Klingman, and Mulvey [14] and Klingman and Mulvey [33] 
demonstrated the suitability of shortest path technology to 'small' machines and the 
need for an in-core/out-of-core capability. The more recent studies by Adolphson 
[1] and Barr [2] indicate similar results for the entire range of network flow pro- 
blems. Consequently, this study investigates the largely unexplored area of design- 
ing an efficient in-core/out-of-core shortest path algorithm in the microcomputer 
environment. 
To understand the difficulties of designing such an algorithm, one must under- 
stand the billing procedures for computer esources. The total charges for a com- 
puter job (and thus the key measures of efficiency) are based on central processor 
unit (CPU) time, the amount of time spent on transferring data to and from external 
storage devices plus a fixed charge per input/output request (I/O time), and the 
amount of central memory used (CR) multiplied by the time of central memory oc- 
cupancy (CT). 
Since an in-core code has a fixed I/O time, the primary measure of efficiency over 
the last twenty years has become CPU time. A very secondary measure is the 
memory requirements of the code, which may or may not be reported depending 
on the authors and referees. Thus the design of an efficient in-core code is primarily 
a single criterion problem (i.e. minimize CPU time). 
CPU time has become preferable to turnaround time (real time from job submis- 
sion to job completion) because in the multi-user, multi-task environment of today's 
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mainframe computers the time spent in contention for system resources (CPU, main 
memory, I/O channels, etc.) is dependent upon the system configuration and load, 
and not the steps of the code. 
For in-core/out-of-core implementations, the primary measures of efficiency are 
CPU time and I/O time. As for in-core codes, memory requirements are of secon- 
dary concern. Consequently, the design of an efficient in-core/out-of-core code is 
a bi-criterion problem where the relative importance of each criterion depends on 
the billing system charges for CPU and I/O time. In the mainframe nvironment, 
charges for CPU time and I/O time vary substantially; and most computer centers 
will not disclose their individual charges. 
The microcomputer nvironment is very different from that of the mainframes. 
Micros are single processors typically with single user disk operating systems. In this 
environment, here is no contention for machine resources and no hidden billing 
system parameters. Therefore turnaround time, which is a combination of CPU 
time and I/O time, becomes a reasonably valid measure of code efficiency. By using 
turnaround time, the evaluation of in-core/out-of-core microcomputer codes 
becomes more straightforward than for mainframe computers; however, the design 
problem remains bi-criterion in the sense of trying to achieve the optimal balance 
between CPU time and I/O time. 
2. Background 
The only in-core/out-of-core shortest path algorithms which we were able to find 
in the literature are the ones described in the study by Klingman, Mote, and Whit- 
man [32]. This study describes the design and implementation f thirty-two in- 
core/out-of-core variants of the label-setting and label-correcting algorithms [21]. 
These algorithms were tested on a mainframe computer (CDC 6600) and a mini- 
computer (DEC 10) using 1000 test problems. The study concluded that the best in- 
core/out-of-core label-correcting variant was a simplex-based algorithm called 
C5V7. The algorithms developed in this study are, therefore, compared to C5V7. 
Subsequent to the above study ([32]), Glover, Klingman, and Phillips [25] 
developed a new polynomially bounded label-correcting method called the Parti- 
tioning Shortest Path (PSP) algorithm. A variant of the PSP algorithm, called the 
threshold shortest path algorithm, was proposed and tested by Glover, Glover, and 
Klingman [22]. Their code, called THRESH-A, dominated the previous best in-core 
label-setting and label-correcting codes [11], $2 and C2 respectively, on a diverse set 
of 800 test problems. 
More recently Glover, Klingman, Phillips, and Schneider [26] developed a new 
variant of the threshold algorithm called THRESH-X which in addition to being 
polynomially bounded exhibits a property which is referred to as 'near sharpness'. 
Extensive computational testing [26] involving the solution of 4500 test problems of 
various sizes, configurations, and network topologies indicates that THRESH-X 
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strictly dominates THRESH-A, $2, and C2 in terms of solution efficiency. Further, 
the results demonstrate he flexibility and robustness of a threshold-based algorithm 
to be tuned for different problem topologies. Because of these findings and the ex- 
tensive testing of other algorithms [32], all of the new in-core/out-of-core algo- 
rithms proposed in this study are variants of the threshold shortest path algorithms 
[22, 26]. 
3. Terminology 
Consider a directed network (N,A) with node set N and arc set A. Let l(i,j) 
denote the arc length of each arc ( i , j )eA.  Assume that the network contains no 
loops with negative length. For r ~ N, a shortest path tree with root r:is a tree such 
that the unique path in the tree from r to any other node is a shortest path between 
those nodes in the original network. The predecessor f node j,  denoted p( j ) ,  is the 
starting node i of the unique arc (i, j )  e A in the tree which terminates at nodej.  The 
distance label of node i, d(i), is the current upper bound on the distance (i.e. path 
length) from the root to node i at any stage of the application of the shortest path 
algorithm. (Readers unfamiliar with the basic terminology used to describe shortest 
path algorithms are referred to articles [8, 11,21, 26].) 
The forward star of node i, denoted FS(i), is defined as the set of nodes j which 
are the terminating nodes of all arcs emanating from node i, that is, FS(i)-- 
{j : ( i , j )EA}.  
The steps of scanning node i are as follows: 
For all j e FS(i) DO 
If d(i) + l(i, j )  < d(j) 
Then Begin 
set d(j) := d(i) + l(i, j )  
set p( j )  := i 
classify node j as 'scan eligible' 
End. 
A scan eligible (SE) node is one whose distance label has been improved since the 
last time the node was scanned. A distance label is sharp if it represents the exact 
in-tree distance from the root to the node (instead of just an upper bound estimate). 
A sharp algorithm is one which only scans nodes with sharp distance labels [39]. 
4. Design and implementation issues 
There are a number of important design and implementation issues surrounding 
in-core/out-of-core algorithms which need to be addressed. The following questions 
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highlight he major issues. Some of these questions have been raised in previous 
studies dealing with the mainframe environment for general minimum cost flow and 
shortest path problems [31, 32], but all remain open issues in both mainframe and 
microcomputer nvironments. 
Q1. Will an in-core/out-of-core shortest path algorithm be more efficient (in terms 
of total solution time) i f  it maintains as much problem data in main memory as 
possible? 
Intuitively, the affirmative proposition seams reasonable. If a greater percentage 
of the network can be kept in main memory, then there should be less I/O time re- 
quired for solution. 
Q2. What should be the selection criterion for choosing the next SE node to scan? 
Computational results in in-core implementations i dicate that the node selection 
criteria should utilize node distance labels [11,21,22,26]. In [32], the best label- 
correcting code, C5V7, selects the next node to scan based totally upon the fact that 
its forward star data is currently in-core and completely ignores any considerations 
concerning its distance label. 
Q3. What is the best way to manage main memory available for problem data? 
While there exists a host of possible management schemes for utilizing the main 
memory available for problem data, a common in-core/out-of-core algorithm 
design for LP, minimum cost flow, and shortest path problems has been to treat 
this space as a dynamic buffer area. This scheme is intuitively pleasing because when 
in-core problem data is exhausted (i.e. contains no more SE nodes) it is completely 
refreshed. 
Another approach, which will be evaluated for the first time, is to partition the 
problem data main memory into a static area and a dynamic buffer area. The pro- 
blem data stored in the static area never changes. Only the problem data stored in 
the dynamic area changes. 
In general, when problem data is placed on a disk storage device a page size is 
specified. The page size then represents the minimum amount of data transferred 
into main memory when the algorithm is required to obtain more problem data. In 
the former approach, in order to insure that as much of the problem data is main- 
tained in-core as possible, researchers have set the page size equal to the dynamic 
buffer size. With the latter strategy, maintaining as much problem data in-core as 
possible can be accomplished regardless of the dynamic buffer size. By setting the 
dynamic buffer size to be small, the latter strategy can accomodate requests for 
more problem data by performing only a fraction of the data transfer of the former 
strategy; but it will also provide only a fraction of the refreshment of the in-core 
data. 
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Q4. Is data transfer (I/O time) the dominant factor in algorithm efficiency? 
Q5. How does the amount of main memory utilized affect solution efficiency? 
Previous studies [31, 32] have indicated that more memory improves perfor- 
mance, but none have conducted a formal evaluation of its effect. 
5. Experimental design 
Four in-core/out-of-core versions of a threshold-based algorithm (similar to 
THRESH-X of [26]) are developed to investigate the design questions raised in the 
previous ection. These codes are described in detail in the next section. In addition 
the successful C5V7 code of [32] is also included in the current study. All codes 
are written in Pascal. The conversion of C5V7 from FORTRAN to Pascal was a 
strict translation, including 'GO TO' statements, o as not to create any additional 
loop control checking inherent in structured programming. In contrast, all of the 
threshold variations are written strictly in structured form. 
All testing is performed on an IBM PC/XT equipped with 640 Kbytes of RAM 
and a 10 Mbyte hard disk unit. The codes were compiled with the MS-Pascal (ver- 
sion 3.20) compiler and run under the PC-DOS (version 2.10) operating system. The 
number of DOS provided I/O buffers was set to two. Execution timing was provid- 
ed by invoking a real-time clock routine supplied by MS-Pascal which returns time 
in hours and minutes. 
5.1. Per fo rmance  measures  
The codes are evaluated by solving a diverse set of randomly generated shortest 
path problems. Each problem is solved from three randomly generated root nodes. 
The following solution statistics are provided for each problem: 
(1) E lapsed  So lu t ion  T ime - This measures the real time for optimization in- 
cluding array initialization and all input of problem data. 
(2) Scan Rat io  - This measures the number of node scans performed ivided by 
the total number of nodes in the network with a non-empty forward star and repre- 
sents the average number of times that each node is scanned. 
(3) Data  Transfer  - This measures the total number of bytes of problem data 
transferred from disk to main memory for optimization. 
(4) Pag ing  Rat io  - This measures the number of pages read from disk divided by 
the total number of pages of problem data and represents he average number of 
times each page is read. 
5.2. Test  p rob lems 
The test problem set consists of shortest path problems from two distinct 
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topological categories, city transit grid networks and random networks. For each 
topology~ a diverse set of 5,000 node, 10,000 node, and 15,000 node problems were 
generated. The 5,000 node problems were solved by all of the codes in order to 
determine the best algorithmic variant. Then the 10,000 and 15,000 node problems 
were solved using only the best code, while varying the amount of main memory 
available to the code in order to evaluate its effect on solution time. 
A city transit network consists of a rectangular grid network which has been 
augmented by non-grid arcs and a set of terminal nodes with terminal arcs. (These 
problems were generated using the random problem generator provided in [32]. For 
an in-depth description of the problems created by this generator see [22, 26, 32].) 
As shown in Table 1, th~ first eight city transit est problems have 5020 nodes. The 
two problems in each consecutive pair of this set differ only in their degree of rec- 
tangularity. Each pair differs from the others in terms of grid arc density and ter- 
minal arc density. The last four problems, with 10,040 and 15,060 nodes, and up 
to 104,000 and 156,000 arcs respectively, represent large scale city transit grid net- 
works. 
The second problem topology consists of random networks. A random network 
is one in which two nodes are selected randomly for a new arc to add to the network. 
The nodes are selected using a uniform probability distribution, subject to the 
restriction that arcs are not allowed to be duplicated. The specifications of the ran- 
dom network test problems are given in Table 2. As shown, for each node size (5000, 
10000, and 15000 nodes) five problems of increasing arc density (5, 10, 20, 30, and 
40 arcs per node) were generated. This resulted in problems with up to 196,000 arcs, 
Table 1. City transit grid network specifications 
For all problems: Maximum grid arc length = 30 
Maximum length per city block = 20 
Maximum arc length = 1000 
Number Total Nominal Avg. no. of Avg. no. of Actual total 
of Grid no. of total no. arcs out of arcs out of no. of arcs 
Problem terminals size nodes of  arcs grid nodes terminal nodes generated 
T1 20 40x 125 5020 25800 5 40 22917 
T2 20 10x 500 5020 25800 5 40 22377 
T3 20 40x 125 5020 50800 I0 40 48101 
T4 20 10x  500 5020 50800 10 40 47700 
T5 20 40x 125 5020 30000 5 250 26944 
T6 20 10x 500 5020 30000 5 250 28494 
T7 20 40x 125 5020 55000 10 250 52272 
T8 20 10x 500 5020 55000 I0 250 53428 
T9 40 50x200 10040 60000 5 250 54302 
TI0 40 50x200 10040 II0000 I0 250 104301 
TII 60 60x250 15060 90000 5 250 81074 
TI2 60 60x 250 15060 165000 I0 250 156105 
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Table 2. Random network specifications 
For all problems: Arc length range = 1-1000 
Average no. of arcs Nominal total no. Actual total no. of 
Problem Total nodes per node of arcs arcs generated 
R 1 5000 5 25000 25011 
R2 5000 10 50000 49059 
R3 5000 20 100000 98920 
R4 5000 30 150000 149086 
R5 5000 40 200000 196625 
R6 10000 5 50000 49746 
R7 10000 10 100000 98662 
R8 10000 20 200(0  200993 
R9 10000 30 300000 300484 
R10 10000 40 400000 396623 
R l l  15000 5 75000 75428 
RI2 15000 10 150000 148375 
RI3 15000 20 300000 297808 
R14 15000 30 450000 450035 
RI5 15000 40 600000 599337 
396,000 arcs, and 599,000 arcs respectively for the three node sizes. All problems 
have an arc length range of 1-1000. 
6. Implementation of in-core/out-of-core codes 
This section describes the algorithm variants which were implemented in this 
study. All, except for C5V7, are in-core/out-of-core variants of a threshold-based 
algorithm similar to THRESH-X of [26]. For completeness the general steps of the 
THRESH-X algorithm are presented and then the deviations of each of the variants 
from the original are discussed. 
6.1. THRESH-X algorithm 
The THRESH-X algorithm partitions SE nodes into three sets, NOW, NOW', 
and NEXT. Nodes to be scanned are selected from NOW. Newly improved nodes 
whose distance labels are less than or equal to the current hreshold value are put 
in the NOW' set. When the NOW set is empty, the nodes in NOW' are transferred 
to NOW, and the process begins again. When both NOW and NOW' are empty, 
if NEXT is empty then there are no more SE nodes and the solution is optimal. If 
NEXT is not empty, then the threshold value is updated and all nodes in NEXT 
whose current distance labels are less than or equal to the new threshold are transfer- 
red to the NOW set and, the process begins again. 
Four variations of this basic algorithm were implemented. The codes are mnemo- 
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nically named ORGINAL, PAGE-LINK, NO-NOW', and MULTI-BUF respective- 
ly. (The names are intended to depict the new features and changes uccessively add- 
ed to each code. Their meanings will become evident in the following discussion.) 
These codes and the C5V7 code of [32] employed in this study for comparison are 
described subsequently. First, however, it is appropriate to describe the general data 
structures employed in all of the threshold-based codes. 
6.2. Data structures 
For all of the codes tested, the node labels are maintained in main memory at all 
times. The forward star data ('to node' and arc length) are brought (i.e., paged) into 
memory as required by the algorithm. The basic node labels which are employed are 
the predecessor and the distance functions. The SE node lists (NOW, NOW', and 
NEXT) are implemented as linked lists with NEXT being a doubly linked circular 
list to facilitate deletions. 
A page of data is defined as the amount of data transfered from disk storage 
into main memory when the algorithm requires a new set of forward star data to 
scan. The location (on external storage) of the forward star data is stored in two 
in-core node length arrays, PAGE NUMBER and FIRST which give, respectively, 
for each node the number of the page containing its forward star data and the loca- 
tion on that page where its forward star begins. In addition, one or more page buf- 
fers are maintained in memory; each buffer is the size of a page of forward star 
data. 
The forward star data is maintained in a random access disk file whose records 
correspond to a page of data. The forward star of each node directly follows that 
of the previous node on the page. If the entire forward star of a node will not fit 
in the remaining space on a page, then it is continued on the following page. There- 
fore, the forward star of some nodes, while stored on continguous records of the 
file, may be split among more than one logical page of data. Such nodes will be 
referred to as split nodes. The advantages of this external storage data structure are 
discussed in a later section. 
6.3. The ORIGINAL code 
The ORIGINAL code is the direct implementation of the THRESH-X algorithm 
[26] adapted for in-core/out-of-core operation. The code utilizes one page buffer 
for forward star data. When a node is selected from the NOW list to be scanned, 
if its forward star data is not currently in the page buffer, then the page(s) which 
contain its forward star is (are) read into the page buffer and the scan step is per- 
formed. 
6.4. The PA GE-LINK code 
The PAGE-LINK code provides a new structure for the NOW and NOW' lists. 
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All of the nodes on NOW whose forward star data begin on page i are made readily 
accessible by creating a linked list, called NOW(i), and similarly for NOW'(/). That 
is, NOW(i) is a linked list which specifies all of the nodes on NOW whose forward 
star data begins on page i. 
The process of removing nodes from NOW to be scanned begins with NOW(i), 
where i is the page which is currently in the page buffer. All nodes on NOW(i) are 
scanned, and improved nodes are added to NEXT or to the appropriate NOW'U)  
list if they pass the current hreshold criterion. If a split node for page i exists and 
is encountered on NOW(i), it is saved. After all other nodes on NOW(i) have been 
scanned, the split node is scanned. If the current in-core page after scanning the split 
node is k, then i :-- k and the process continues. If there is no SE split node on page 
i, then i :-- (i mod npages) + 1 (where npages is the number of pages of problem data) 
and the process continues. When all NOW(i) have been examined, the NOW list is 
empty. Then if the NOW' list is not empty, NOW' assumes the role of NOW (and 
vice versa) and the scanning process begins with the nodes on NOW'(/), again where 
i is the current in-core page. When all NOW(i) and NOW'(/)  are empty, the thres- 
hold testing of nodes on NEXT proceeds as before except that nodes passing the 
test are inserted on the appropriate NOW(i) list. 
Obviously, the intent of the PAGE-LINK code is to reduce the amount of re- 
quired paging by selecting SE nodes from those whose forward star data are current- 
ly in main memory before moving on to a new page of data. However, this code 
does maintain the NOW/NOW'  partitioning of 'good' SE nodes which was 
established in THRESH-X. Consequently, while scanning nodes on NOW(i), if a 
node whose forward star also starts on page i is improved and passes the current 
threshold test, it will not be scanned until page i is accessed again for the NOW'(/)  
scans. The NOW/NOW'  partitioning is a necessary condition for the polynomial 
worst case bound of the THRESH-X algorithm. 
6.5. The NO-NO W" code 
The NO-NOW' code was implemented to test the effect of combining NOW and 
NOW' into one list, called NOW. NOW is then maintained in the linked fashion 
of the PAGE-LINK code. When a newly improved node passes the current thres- 
hold criterion, it is put at the beginning of the appropriate NOW(i) list. In process- 
ing the NOW(i) list, nodes are removed and scanned until the end of the list is reach- 
ed, with the split node (if encountered) saved as before. Then the beginning of the 
list is checked to see if any nodes have been subsequently added. If so, they are 
scanned. The process continues until the list is empty. Then the split node (if one 
exists) is scanned or the subsequent NOW(i) list is checked as before. 
The advantage of this strategy of SE node selection is that all 'good' SE nodes 
on the current in-core page are scanned before a new page is brought into main 
memory (with the exception of those which are newly improved by the scan of the 
current page portion of the split node). The disadvantage of this strategy is that the 
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polynomial worst case bound of the THRESH-X algorithm is lost. Consequently, 
the codes NO-NOW' and MULTI-BUF (whose description follows), while still being 
threshold-based, are strictly speaking not variants of the THRESH-X algorithm 
because they do not maintain a strict partitioning of the SE nodes and thus are not 
polynomially bounded. 
6.6. The MULTI-BUF code 
The MULTI-BUF code was implemented to test the strategy of maintaining multi- 
ple 'small' page buffers in main memory rather than a single arbitrarily large page 
buffer as in-core/out-of-core codes have done historically. It incorporates the page- 
linked NOW(i) list strategy of the NO-NOW' code. 
All of the threshold-based codes in this study employ a dynamic memory alloca- 
tion routine so that the code is independent of the problem size. In MULTI-BUF, 
this routine is used to create as many in-core page buffers of a specified size as the 
available memory will allow after the other necessary memory requirements (the 
node label arrays) are satisfied. Consequently, at least one but potentially more 
pages of forward star data are allowed to reside in main memory simultaneously. 
In order to save memory, the code does not store the addresses of these buffers. 
Rather, it employs an addressing function when access to the buffers is required. 
This is a potential source of overhead in the multiple buffer approach. 
When processing the NOW(i) lists, the code checks to see if page i currently 
resides in main memory before initiating a disk access. Two schemes of managing 
the multiple buffers were implemented and tested. The first is a first-in-first-out 
(FIFO) approach where a newly read page replaces the current in-core page which 
has been in memory longer than the rest. The other is a last-in-first-out (LIFO) 
scheme in which the first nbuff-1 pages read (where nbuff is the number of in-core 
buffers) remain as a static forward star data pool and the last buffer is dynamically 
being refreshed by a newly required page which is not in the static pool. 
6. 7. The C5 II7 code 
The C5V7 code is a successful in-core/out-of-core label-correcting code 
developed by Klingman, Mote, and Whitman [32]. It was developed in response to 
the observation that other label-correcting in-core/out-of-core codes tested per- 
formed quite a bit of paging as a result of their particular 'traditional' SE node 
selection strategies. C5V7 stores predecessor, distance, thread, reverse thread, and 
depth node labels [11, 32]. As each node distance label is improved, the nodes in the 
subtree rooted at the improved node are located utilizing the thread and depth 
labels, and their distance labels are correspondingly updated. Consequently, C5V7 
scans only sharp nodes and can be thought of as a primal simplex variation since 
this subtree update step maintains the conditions of complementary slackness. The 
motivation for the update is to reduce the number of times that a node is scanned. 
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C5V7 utilizes a single page buffer. It also employs a random access file of pages 
for storing the forward star data. However, the structure of this file differs from 
the one employed for the threshold-based codes. In particular, C5V7 does not allow 
any split nodes; i.e., a node's forward star data must fit on one page. Because of 
this, two versions of C5V7 were implemented, one with a page buffer large enough 
to handle a total of 85 arcs, called C5V7(85), and another with a page buffer large 
enough to handle a total of 512 arcs, called C5V7(512). This second version was 
developed to accomodate the city transit grid problems which have an average of 
250 arcs out of the terminal nodes and to test the single dynamic large buffer con- 
cept. (In these problems some terminal nodes have a forward star of 500 arcs.) 
An array FIRST is kept in main memory which indicates the starting position of 
a node's forward star data. This array is used to flag the nodes which are SE. C5V7 
sets the pointer in FIRST negative when a node's distance label is changed (i.e. is 
classified as SE) and positive when this node's forward star is scanned. C5V7 se- 
quentially examines pointers in FIRST until it finds a negative pointer. At this point, 
it brings this page into the buffer and examines all SE node forward stars in this 
page until FIRST contains no negative pointers for this page. Next the code con- 
tinues to scan pointers in FIRST starting at the pointers for the page following the 
one just examined. 
6. 7. Resource requirements 
Table 3 shows the memory requirements for all of the codes tested. In order to 
make the codes as general as possible, the distance label and arc length arrays were 
implemented as four byte integers. Surprisingly, all of the codes use the same 
number of node length arrays. The page length arrays employed by the threshold- 
based codes are used to store the starting addresses of the page linked NOW (and 
NOW' in the case of PAGE-LINK) lists. The size of the page buffer(s) is 512 bytes 
in all codes except for C5V7(512) in which 3072 bytes are required. Since the code 
MULTI-BUF dynamically allocates available memory to be used as page buffers, 
its number of buffers 'nbuff' is dependent on both the problem size and the machine 
memory configuration. 
Table 3. Memory requirements 
2-Byte 4-Byte 2-Byte 
node node page Buffer 
length length length Page size 
Code arrays arrays arrays buffers (Bytes) 
ORIGINAL 5 1 - 1 512 
PAGE-LINK 5 1 2 1 512 
NO-NOW' 5 1 1 1 512 
MULTI-BUF 5 1 1 nbuff 512 
C5V7(85)  5 1 - 1 512 
C5  V7(512) 5 I - l 3072 
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In addition to the main memory requirements, the disk requirements of the 
various codes are important because of the disk capacity limitations inherent in the 
microcomputer nvironment. Since the random access arc data files require a fixed 
record length, the C5V7 files require more disk space because the end portion of 
a record may go unused due to the requirement that a forward star cannot be split 
among pages. On the average for all of the problems in our test set, the C5V7 for- 
ward star data files required 18°70 more disk space than those of the threshold-based 
codes. 
7. Experimental results 
The statistics gathered by solving the various test problems are displayed in Tables 
4-13. (A large volume of test results are presented herein in tabular form. Since the 
application of in-core/out-of-core optimization algorithms for microcomputers is 
an emerging area of research, it is hoped that these results will aid future resear- 
chers.) The solution times given are the average of times for the three roots followed 
by the maximum of the three. The other statistics reported (scan ratio, data transfer, 
and paging ratio) are the average for the three roots. The results of preliminary 
testing will be discussed first followed by a discussion of insights gleaned from the 
information in Tables 4-13. 
7.1. Preliminary testing 
Preliminary testing was conducted on all codes to determine a good page size. A 
variety of page sizes of 512 . i  bytes were tested, with i ranging from 1 to 128. A 
multiple of 512 bytes was used because the IBM PC/XT under PC-DOS Version 
2.10 transfers a minimum of 512 bytes for each disk access. It was true for all codes 
tested that the best page size was 512 bytes (which translates into a maximum of 85 
arcs per page). Larger page sizes for the threshold-based codes resulted in larger 
total data transfer because the number of paging operations was not sufficiently 
reduced by the larger buffer. For C5V7 larger page sizes resulted in slightly larger 
scan ratios and significantly larger data transfers and paging ratios. This can be seen 
in the results for codes C5V7(85) and C5V7(512) on problems T I -T4 (Tables 4 and 
5). The code with the larger buffer, C5V7(512), required approximately 1.5 times 
as long to solve as C5V7(85) for the same problems. These results suggest that, for 
this machine environment, he dynamic buffer size should not be as large as possi- 
ble. These results also imply that it is not advantageous to require a complete for- 
ward star to fit on one page. The code C5V7(85) can not solve problems T5-T6 
because the forward stars of the terminal nodes in these problems have as many as 
500 arcs. Consequently the 1.5 overhead factor of the larger page buffer must be 
endured by the C5V7 algorithm for these problems. 
For the MULTI-BUF code, preliminary testing was conducted to determine a
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good strategy for the replacement of the contents of the in-core buffers. The two 
approaches tested were FIFO and LIFO (described above). The results indicated 
that of the two, the LIFO scheme, which effectively creates a static pool of in-core 
forward star data, was superior. Consequently this scheme was employed in all sub- 
sequent esting. 
Preliminary testing was also conducted to find a good threshold formula for the 
threshold-based codes. The results of the THRESH-X development study [26] in- 
dicated that updating the threshold value at each iteration by adding a 'threshold 
increment' o the value from the previous iteration was a successful approach. The 
threshold increment was a function of the problem topology and arc density. This 
threshold formula resulted in average scan ratios for the problems tested in [26] of 
less than 1.1. The preliminary testing of the current study lead to the interesting 
result that use of this in-core threshold formula caused excessive data transfer in 
comparison to 'loosening' the threshold by increasing the threshold increment by 
a factor of three. This results in scan ratios generally in the range of 1.5 to 1.8. Such 
a threshold increment provides significant real time savings by providing a better 
balance between data transfer ( I /O time) and node scans (CPU time). Consequent- 
ly, the threshold codes in this study utilize the same threshold formula as THRESH- 
X except he threshold increment is multiplied by three. The one exception is in the 
case of the MULTI-BUF code. When 95°7o or more of the problem data reside in 
the static buffer, then this code reverts back to the original threshold increment. 
The broader significance of the above result is that, as was true in [26], employing 
the threshold-based approach to SE node selection provides the flexibility to easily 
tune a code to a changing environment. 
7.2. Comparison of single buffer codes 
The test results for the single buffer codes (ORIGINAL, PAGE-LINK, NO- 
Table 4. 5000 Node city transit networks 
Average and maximum solution times in minutes for three roots 
Prob 
Code 
ORIGINAL PAGE-LINK NO-NOW' C5V7(85) C5V7(512) 
Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max 
T1 4.06 4.12 1.43 1.45 0.81 0.82 1.15 1.17 2.12 2.22 
T2 4.80 4.85 1.45 1.48 0.80 0.85 1.30 1.58 2.43 3.05 
T3 5.35 5.50 1.75 1.80 1.26 1.27 1.73 1.85 2.35 2.52 
T4 6.71 7.22 1.76 1.83 1.22 1.28 1.97 2.48 2.49 3.07 
Subtot 20.92 6.39 4.09 6.15 9.39 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
Total 
Was Not Run 1.29 1.35 0.79 0.80 Can Not Run 1.98 2.03 
Was Not Run 1.29 1.30 0.78 0.80 Can Not Run 2.02 2.17 
Was Not Run 1.73 1.75 1.29 1.30 Can Not Run 2.31 2.43 
Was Not Run 1.63 1.63 1.15 1.17 Can Not Run 2.27 2.30 
- 12.33 8.10 - 17.97 
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Table 5. 5000 Node city transit networks 
Scan ratio, data transfer, and paging ratio average for three roots 
SR= scan ratio, DT=data  transfer (number of 512 byte blocks), PR=pag ing  ratio 
Code 
ORIGINAL PAGE-LINK NO-NOW' C5V7(85) C5V7(512) 
Prob SR DT PR SR DT PR SR DT PR SR DT PR SR DT PR 
T1 1.29 6104 22.6 1.30 2972 11.0 1.71 1303 4.8 3.04 1245 4.5 3.14 1838 6.6 
T2 1.26 5919 22.4 1.27 2984 11.3 1.67 1272 4.8 3.91 1200 4.4 4.16 1498 5.6 
T3 1.39 6643 11.7 1.40 3405 6.0 1.76 2083 3.7 2.90 2276 3.8 3.02 3086 5.4 
T4 1.39 6619 11.8 1.41 3332 5.9 1.72 1996 3.6 3.47 2378 4.0 3.64 2860 5.0 
T5 Was Not Run 1.34 2743 8.6 1.73 1298 4.0 Can Not Run 2.64 1902 5.7 
T6 Was Not Run 1.32 2607 7.8 1.65 1244 3.7 Can Not Run 2.94 1566 4.4 
T7 Was Not Run 1.37 3217 5.2 1.67 2081 3.4 Can Not Run 2.62 2994 4.7 
T8 Was Not Run 1.37 3197 5.1 1.63 1942 3.1 Can Not Run 2.78 2812 4.3 
NOW', C5V7(85), and C5V7(512)) are displayed in Tables 4-7. Results for city tran- 
sit grid networks and random networks will be discussed in turn. 
7.2.1. City transit grid networks 
Table 4 presents the solution times for problems T1-T8. Table 5 presents the 
average scan ratio, data transfer, and paging ratio for these problems. As expected, 
the ORIGINAL code performed quite poorly due primarily to excessive data 
transfer. Because of this performance, it was not run on problems T5-T8. The im- 
provement of the PAGE-LINK code over ORIGINAL is dramatic (about 3 times 
faster). In addition, the small buffer version of C5V7, C5V7(85), outperforms 
PAGE-LINK on the problems that it can solve. These results indicate that, in this 
environment, in the SE node selection procedure, high priority should be given to 
finding a SE node whose forward star data is on the current in-core page. 
The code NO-NOW' is the most efficient of the single buffer codes on transit grid 
problems. These results indicate that there is a price to pay for maintaining the poly- 
nomial worst case bound by creating the NOW/NOW' partition in PAGE-LINK. 
In addition, since this code attempts to exploit the in-core data more than PAGE- 
LINK by eliminating the NOW'list, its results also indicate that high priority should 
be given to scanning nodes whose forward star data is currently in-core. However, 
it is interesting to note that NO-NOW' performed more data transfer than C5V7(85), 
but was faster because it scanned significantly fewer nodes. This fact indicates that 
(for the current computing environment) that data transfer is not a strictly dominant 
factor in algorithm efficiency. This conclusion differs from that of [32]. This dif- 
ference may be due to the relative difference between CPU speed and I /O speed for 
micros and mainframe computers. 
A comparison of the results for each successive pair of city transit grid problems, 
indicates that the PAGE-LINK and NO-NOW' codes are not adversely affected by 
the degree of rectangularity of the underlying rid. In fact, on the more dense pro- 
blems, these codes perform slightly better on the more rectangular problems. In con- 
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Table 6. 5000 Node random networks 
Average and maximum solution times in minutes for three roots 
Prob 
Code 
ORIGINAL PAGE-LINK NO-NOW' C5V7(85) 
Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max 
R1 4.25 4.27 0.99 1.00 0.85 0.85 1.08 1.13 
R2 6.05 6.18 1.51 1.62 1.33 1.43 1.95 2.09 
R3 Was Not Run 2.33 2.52 2.16 2.18 3.46 3.57 
R4 Was Not Run 3.12 3.20 2.81 2.83 5.22 5.92 
R5 Was Not Run 3.80 4.02 3.56 3.77 6.48 6.63 
Total 11.75 10.71 18.19 
trast, the C5V7 codes are slightly adversely affected by degree of rectangularity. 
It is also interesting to note that the problems with a higher density of terminal 
arcs (T5-T8) were slightly easier to solve than those with the lower density of these 
arcs. This observation is true for all of the codes. 
7.2.2. Random networks 
The results for single buffer codes on random network problems are presented in 
Tables 6 and 7. As with the city transit grid problems, the ORIGINAL code per- 
formed poorly due to excessive data transfer. Therefore it was not run on problems 
R3-RS. The PAGE-LINK code again significantly outperformed ORIGINAL 
(about four times faster). In the case of random problems, PAGE-LINK was also 
more efficient than the small buffer version of C5V7. This is due to the excessive 
scan ratio exhibited by C5V7. NO-NOW' afforded a slight savings over PAGE- 
LINK due to less data transfer. 
The random network results are consistent with those for city transit grid net- 
works. While high priority should be given to selecting a SE node from among those 
whose forward star data is currently in-core, data transfer is not strictly the domi- 
nant factor in algorithm efficiency. 
Finally, it is interesting to note in Table 7 that as the arc density of the problems 
Table 7. 5000 Node random networks 
Scan ratio, data transfer, and paging ratio average for three roots 
SR= scan ratio, DT=data  transfer (number of 512 byte blocks), PR=paging ratio 
Code 
ORIGINAL  PAGE-L INK NO-NOW'  
Prob SR DT PR  SR DT PR  SR DT PR  
C5V7(85) 
SR DT PR 
RI I.I0 5193 17.6 I.II 1969 6.7 1.15 1664 5.6 
R2 1.32 6465 11.2 1.34 2933 5.1 1.40 2517 4.4 
R3 Was Not Run 1.43 4722 4.1 1.50 4219 3.6 
R4 Was Not Run 1.68 5923 3.4 1.78 5146 2.9 
R5 Was Not Run 1.71 6505 2.8 1.78 6200 2.7 
2.22 1485 4.7 
2.70 2922 4.8 
2.92 5452 4.0 
2.96 8147 3.5 
3.11 10705 3.4 
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increases olution time and data transfer increase approximately inearly, but the 
paging ratio decreases and at a decreasing rate. In other words, as arc density in- 
creases there are more pages of arc data, but each page is accessed less frequently. 
7.3. Results for the multiple buffer code 
It can be concluded from the previous ection that NO-NOW' is the most efficient 
single buffer code. In this section its results are compared with the multiple buffer 
code MULTI-BUF. The solution times are presented in Tables 8 and 10 (transit grid 
and random respectively) and the other statistics are presented in Tables 9 and 11. 
In order to determine the effect of maintaining more problem data in main memory, 
for the 5000 node problems MULTI-BUF was allowed to use enough memory to 
store 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 percent of the problem data in the static buffer. 
These percentages are appended to the code name in Tables 8-11. 
Looking at the solution times for NO-NOW' and MULTI-BUF/0 (which effec- 
tively is an equivalent single buffer code), it is observed that the multiple buffer 
capability adds only a very slight overhead to the operation of the code. 
The solution times and problem statistics for MULTI-BUF/0 through MULTI- 
BUF/100 indicate that, on the average, solution efficiency increases linearly with the 
amount of problem data maintained in main memory. In fact, there is approximate- 
ly a 15 °70 reduction in solution time for each 20070 addition of in-core problem data. 
This result indicates that the more problem data maintained in main memory, the 
more efficient the code. However, this conclusion must be qualified in that it 
depends upon the method employed for managing the main memory available for 
problem data. As observed in the previous section, creating a 'large' single buffer 
is not an effective management scheme. 
Finally the MULTI-BUF code exhibits the same general behavior in terms of arc 
density, degree of rectangularity, and terminal arc density as described in the 
previous ection for NO-NOW', regardless of the percentage of problem data main- 
tained in main memory. The widening of the gap between average solution time and 
maximum solution time as the percentage of problem data in-core increases is due 
to the fact that the first solution of the three incurs the entire cost to fill the static 
in-core buffers. Consequently, as the number of solutions (i.e. roots) increases, the 
average solution time will decrease because the fixed data transfer cost of filling the 
static in-core page buffers is shared by more solutions. It is also interesting to note 
(by comparing Table 8 and Table 10) that for problems with the same overall arc 
density, the random network problems are slightly more difficult to solve than the 
city transit grid networks. 
7. 4. Large scale problems 
Based upon the test results presented above for the 5000 node problems, the 
MULTI-BUF code was deemed to be superior for general purpose use to all others 
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tested. In this section the results of testing this code on a variety of large scale pro- 
blems and a variety of machine memory configurations are presented. 
In particular, machine memory limitations of 384 Kbytes, 512 Kbytes, and 640 
Kbytes were chosen because these are popular memory increments for equipping 
microcomputers. (While 256 Kbytes is also popular, none of the large scale pro- 
blems could run with this memory limitation.) The test problems are T9-T12 and 
R6-R15. 
The solution times for the three machine configurations are displayed in Table 12. 
(For reader convenience, the number of nodes and arcs for these problems is also 
repeated in Table 12.) In addition, the percent of the problem data which is main- 
tained in main memory is presented in the table. For completeness, the scan ratio, 
data transfer, and paging ratio results for these problems are presented in Table 13. 
The MULTI-BUF code exhibits the same general performance as a function of 
problem topology, arc density, grid rectangularity, and terminal arc density for 
these large scale problems as it did for the 5000 node problems. These results, how- 
ever, do demonstrate hat the strategy of solving large scale shortest path problems 
on microcomputers is viable and computationally tractable. The solution times for 
all problems average less than 10 minutes, except for the largest problem (with ap- 
proximately 600,000 arcs) whose time is just over this. In addition, solutions for the 
sparse problems (10 arcs per node and less) averaged less than four minutes. For 
a great many applications, this turnaround time for problems of this size would be 
very acceptable. 
Table 12. 10000 and 15000 Node city transit grid and random networks 
MULTI-BUF average and maximum solution times and percent of arc data in-core for different machine 
configurations 
Machine Configuration 
384 Kbytes 512 Kbytes 640 Kbytes 
Prob Nodes Arcs Avg Max %In Avg Max %In Avg Max %In 
T9 10000 54302 1.40 1.45 31 0.91 1.03 71 0.50 0.62 100 
T10 10000 104301 2.26 2.32 16 1.92 2.02 37 1.57 1.72 58 
TI  1 15000 81074 2.57 2.60 6 2.17 2.22 33 1.63 1.77 60 
T12 15000 156105 3.72 3.85 3 3.43 3.62 17 3.08 3.35 31 
R6 10000 49746 1.26 1.32 36 0.70 0.80 77 0.45 0.60 100 
R7 10000 98662 2.53 2.60 16 1.97 2.02 38 1.54 1.65 61 
R8 10000 200993 4.23 4.28 8 3.87 3.95 19 3.51 3.67 30 
R9 10000 300484 5.41 5.52 5 5.12 5.30 13 4.81 5.08 20 
RI0 10000 396623 6.92 7.12 4 6.67 6.83 9 6.39 6.52 15 
RI 1 15000 75428 2.45 2.47 6 1.89 1.98 30 1.34 1.52 64 
R12 15000 148375 4.23 4.25 3 3.76 3.78 18 3.28 3.33 33 
R13 15000 297808 6.74 6.82 1 6.34 6.42 9 5.97 6.12 16 
R14 15000 450035 8.65 8.93 1 8.37 8.70 6 8.07 8.47 10 
R15 15000 599337 10.54 10.80 1 10.28 10.62 4 10.03 10.42 8 
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Table 13. 10000 and 15000 Node city transit grid and random networks 
MULTI-BUF scan ratio, data transfer, and paging ratio average for three roots for different machine 
configurations 
SR= scan ratio, DT= data transfer (number of 512 byte blocks), PR=paging ratio 
Machine Configuration 
384 Kbytes 512 Kbytes 640 Kbytes 
Prob SR DT PR SR DT PR SR DT PR 
T9 1.69 2128 3.3 1.69 1016 1.6 1.20 213 0.3 
T10 1.75' 3609 2.9 1.75 2812 2.3 1.75 1974 1.6 
T l l  1:69 4037 4.2 1.69 3174 3.3 1.69 1982 2.1 
T12 1172 6401 3.5 1.72 5744 3.1 1.72 4883 2.7 
R6 1.20 2200 3.8 1.20 883 1.5 1.07 195 0.3 
R7 1.49 4507 3.9 1.49 3426 3.0 1.49 2244 1.9 
R8 1.54 7845 3.3 1.54 6990 3.0 1.54 6162 2.6 
R9 1.62 9362 2.7 1.62 8708 2.5 1.62 8070 2.3 
Rl0 1.83 12250 2.6 1.83 11649 2.5 1.83 10985 2.4 
Rl I 1.20 4758 5.4 1.20 3365 3.8 1.20 1969 2.2 
R12 1~45 8112 4.7 1.45 6985 4.0 1.45 5899 3.7 
R13 1.46 12914 3.7 1.46 11982 3.4 1.46 11107 3.2 
R14 1.71: 15545 2.9 1.71 14873 2.8 1.75 14141 2.8 
R15 1.79 18823 2.7 1.79 18194 2.6 1.79 17594 2.5 
7.5. Limitations of this study 
The limitations of this study stem primarily from the nature of the test problems, 
the computing environment, and the limitation on the number of existing in-core/ 
out-of-core algorithm implementations u ed for comparison. First, the test pro- 
blems were all randomly generated and as such may not be totally representative of 
problems encountered in actual practice. 
Since previous studies [11,21,26,32] have consistently confirmed that label- 
correcting algorithms are almost otally insensitive to arc length, problems with only 
one arc length range were generated. In addition, the simple grid network topology 
tested in previous in-core algorithm studies [11, 26] was not tested. Pure grid net- 
works are interesting because of their rectangular structure, but previous studies 
have shown most label-correcting algorithms to be insensitive to the degree of rec- 
tangularity. 
The second major limitation is that only one computer and one compiler were us- 
ed. Consequently, any extrapolation of the results of this study beyond the problems 
tested, the computing environment employed, and the codes tested is purely specula- 
tive. 
The only existing code which was used for comparison purposes in this study was 
C5V7, the best label-correcting version from [32]. While we did not explicitly com- 
pare our results with those of a label-setting algorithm implementation, wecan infer 
to some degree the expected relative performance. Since label-setting codes scan 
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each node exactly once and the next node scanned is not discretionary (i.e. it must 
be one with the minimum current distance label), it is quite likely that one (512 byte) 
page of data would be read for each node, in a single buffer code. In-core studies 
of threshold-based algorithms have shown that the CPU time involved in the selec- 
tion of the next SE node to be scanned is significantly ess than that for label-setting 
codes [22, 26]. Therefore, for the codes developed in the current study we would ex- 
pect that all solutions in which the total data transfer (in pages of 512 bytes) is less 
than or equal to the number of nodes would be faster than a corresponding label- 
setting solution. This low data transfer level exists for all of the problems olved ex- 
cept the high density (30 and 40 arcs per node) random networks in which the data 
transfer generally exceeds the number of nodes. 
8. Conclusions 
In this paper new ways to design in-core/out-of-core codes have been examined. 
The computational results lead to new guidelines for the design and implementation 
of in-core/out-of-core shortest path codes. These results also demonstrate he feasi- 
bility and computational tractability of solving large scale shortest path problems 
with a microcomputer. 
From an algorithmic viewpoint, the computational results provide additional in- 
sights on the robustness of the threshold shortest path algorithm. In particular, this 
algorithm has the flexibility to be easily tuned to a changing environment, whether 
it be changes in problem topology (as has been found in earlier in-core solution 
studies), processing characteristics (in-core vs. in-core/out-of-core), or computer 
systems (mainframe vs. micros). This attribute, which is emerging as a major 
strength of threshold-based procedures, is unparalleled in other shortest path algo- 
rithms. 
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